MIGRATE TO MICROSOFT AZURE SQL OR SQL
SERVER DATABASE TODAY & SAVE!*

If you’re thinking about migrating from Oracle to the Microsoft Data Platform, now is a good time to make the move. The
Microsoft Data Platform offers cost-effective data solutions that offer in-memory performance across all workloads, high
availability on all your business-critical data, along with business intelligence and advanced analytics tools–all in one
package. Both Pythian and Microsoft have special offers to kickstart your migration efforts.

PYTHIAN EXPERT SERVICES FOR MIGRATING TO MICROSOFT
DATA PLATFORM
Pythian’s 24/7 global team of managed services professionals have deep Oracle
and Microsoft Azure/SQL Server expertise, and decades of experience in these
environments. We leverage our expertise to help you maximize your migration
and mitigate risks while providing the most fitting solution for your business.
Pythian migrates you through the optimal path, whether it’s with Azure SQL
Database/Warehouse, Microsoft SQL Server, or a hybrid environment.

DATA PLATFORM OPTIONS
• Azure SQL Database
• Azure SQL Data Warehouse
• Microsoft SQL Server
• SQL Server Stretch Database

GET STARTED WITH OUR ORACLE TO MICROSOFT AZURE/SQL SERVER DISCOVERY PROGRAM FOR £10,000 GBP
SPECIAL OFFER
Let Pythian work with you on a week-long discovery, where we review your Oracle implementation and plan, create, and present
our assessment of the work to move your workloads from Oracle to Microsoft Data Platform through the following steps:
1.

Analysis: Pythian’s seasoned Oracle DBAs use a proprietary approach to analyzing your existing Oracle database to
determine the level of technical difficulty of the migration. Their analysis includes a thorough review of components
and features being used, database objects, database resident code, dependencies on external objects, relative data
volumes, etc.

2. Roadmap Creation: In collaboration with Pythian’s SQL Server / Azure SQL experts, the database migration path is then
formally captured in a Database Migration Roadmap document which details the work effort including the high-level
migration strategy, future state architecture, required players, areas of complexity, risk, estimated migration timelines,
and required database outages.
3.

Recommendations: Pythian presents the findings through a collaborative and interactive walk-through of the Database
Migration Roadmap, readying your organization for an immediate next step.

ASK HOW YOU CAN GET STARTED & SAVE
Pythian can help you leverage Microsoft SQL Server free training and subsidized deployment services!**
Post discovery, we’ll swiftly support you through next steps, including formalizing a project plan, implementing a Proof of
Concept using your actual data, planning and implementing a dry run, and performing the final migration. In addition, Pythian can
continuously improve your database and provide ongoing managed services as needed. Our certified experts have a broad
understanding of a range of databases–both on-premise and in the cloud–so they know where you’re coming from and how to
get you to where your business is heading.
CONTACT US TODAY
Offer expires June 30, 2019. *MS SQL Server or Azure SQL Database. **Subject to availability
& Microsoft offer terms. Restrictions apply. Subject to Microsoft funding approval & terms.
The amount of work that can be completed within this size of engagement depends on your
environment and complexity of your database. Contact your Microsoft rep to find out if you are
eligible for this co-investment from Microsoft or email partners@pythian.com and we’ll assist.

